
AUTONOMOUS

ATTAINMENT

2030

Expected mass-
market availability of 
autonomous vehicles

20M

Self-driving miles 
driven om roads from 

2009 to 2020

75%

Share of all vehicles 
that will be 

autonomous in 2040

30B

Commuting hours a 
year that can be 

repurposed
KEY FACTS

SERVICES

STRATEGIC PLANNING POLICY GUIDANCE MOBILITY INTEGRATION
Our team has performed market research, 
competitive analysis, and strategic roadmap 
development for top automotive and 
connectivity companies seeking to take 
advantage of vehicle technology 
developments. We can help develop 
meaningful insights and actionable plans that 
will put your company on the path to success 
in the rapidly developing market surrounding 
autonomous vehicles.

Our team not only includes legal experts well-
versed in the latest autonomous vehicle 
developments, but our entire team has also 
spent years working within the regulatory 
frameworks for connected vehicles and IoT
devices. We can help you understand the 
increasingly complex laws, regulations, and 
issued guidance surrounding autonomous 
vehicle development, deployment, and 
adoption.

We can help your team develop 
comprehensive plans to take advantage of 
integrations between smart/autonomous 
vehicles and the increasing variety of alternate 
transportation options. From app prototype 
development to back-end data integrations to 
partner setup and management, our 
consultants have the experience and know-
how to help you seize the business 
opportunities afforded by mobility changes.

IMPACT

ASSESSMENT

DALLAS
700 CENTRAL EXPWY S

SUITE 400
ALLEN, TX 75013

T: +1 972.372.9216

LOS ANGELES: HEADQUARTERS
100 OCEANGATE

12th FLOOR
LONG BEACH, CA 90802

T: +1 949.419.3801 

ABOUT US
As a responsive and flexible boutique organization, our team is dedicated 
to total customer satisfaction. We pride ourselves on effectively partnering 
with our clients, delivering not just solutions but long-term results that 
produce continuous improvement throughout the organization. 
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